Accepting Digital Certificate for Macros.

When you first use the new spreadsheets, you’ll be prompted to enable macros, but there will be a checkbox “Always trust macros from this publisher”. Check this box, and then click “enable macros”. From this point forward, whenever you use the tools on this machine, you will not need to enable macros.

Enabling Content in Excel 2007

In order to successfully use the tools in Excel 2007, you will still need to enable content. Below are the steps and screenshots on performing this task.

1. Open a spreadsheet and the following security warning should appear

2. You need to click on options, and the following security alerts will appear
3. Click “enable this content for data connection”. If you’re using a previous version, or have not accepted the macro certificate on this particular machine, you also may need to check “enable this content” for the macro security. You may also need to make sure your macros are set to at least “disable all macros with notification, which is in macro settings of the trust center (click on open the trust center if you see the screen above, or click the office button, select excel options in the bottom right, highlight trust center on the left of the new screen, then trust center settings in the right side of the screen, then look for macro settings in the left menu.